FenceCoat Gen II is TCI’s next generation of TruDurance High-Performance Architectural Fence Coatings. We have listened to customer feedback and have developed a product line sure to impress by meeting all the durability and aesthetic requirements of the fencing market. These high-quality finishes have a superior combination of strength, versatility and stability. They are truly...

“Coatings you wouldn’t want to spar with!”

Product Properties That Beat the Competition:

- High Performance- Available in AAMA 2604 and Super Durable qualities
- Superior Weather-ability- Outstanding color and gloss retention, 5 years South Florida
- Over-bake Stability- 100% over-bake with minimal color or gloss shift
- Mar Resistance- Improved mar and slip resistance when tested against plastic, rubber, metal and cardboard
- Outstanding Long-term Durability- Corrosion and humidity resistance, 3000 hours+
- 95% Transfer Efficiency- Significantly lowers material costs by coating more surfaces with less product
- Environmental Responsibility- Minimal VOC’s and reclaimability to allow for nearly 0% waste

For more details contact TCI’s Segment Manager, Tom Hanson: thanson@tcipowder.com
Or visit us at www.tcipowder.com

FenceCoat Gen II Product Offerings:

- Fence Black
- Fence Brown
- Fence Bronze
- Fence Silver
- Fence White

These colors are available in smooth and textured finishes and in a wide range of glosses. FenceCoat Gen II also offers quick turnaround times on small batch orders and custom color matches, which are available upon request.

Color samples are representation only